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Spectroscopy and dynamics of mixtures of water with acetone,
acetonitrile, and methanol
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Binary mixtures of water with acetone, acetonitrile, and methanol over their entire range of
compositions have been studied spectroscopically and by using molecular dynamics~MD!
simulations. We report absorption coefficients and indices of refraction over a frequency range from
3 to 55 cm21, and from 400 to 1200 cm21. The far-infrared absorption of the mixtures is
substantially less than that for ideal mixtures, and Debye time constants calculated from the spectra
are longer for the real than for the ideal mixtures. Significant composition dependence is observed
in the high frequency librational spectra of the mixtures, and is reproduced by the MD simulations.
Single dipole and angular velocity spectra are also reported, as are detailed changes in the hydrogen
bonding environment in the mixtures. There is a loss of tetrahedral water structure on mixing, yet
water molecules have a strong tendency to aggregate, especially in the acetone and acetonitrile
mixtures. Spatial distribution functions are reported for the acetone/water system. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!52148-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The obvious importance of water as a solvation medi
has fueled a tremendous effort to understand the prope
of aqueous solutions. Adding to the scientific interest in w
ter are its peculiarities as a solvent—namely, its effecti
ness in solvating ionic and dipolar substances, and its p
ability to solvate nonpolar molecules~‘‘the hydrophobic ef-
fect’’ !. These properties of water have a large bearing
biological systems and other chemical systems of pract
importance, and are related to the highly associating na
of water through its ability to form hydrogen bonds. We sh
restrict our attention in this article to binary mixtures of w
ter with acetone, acetonitrile, and methanol, all of whi
have large dipole moments.

One of the central issues in understanding solvation
the degree to which the dynamics of molecules in mixtu
differs from that in the neat liquids. It has been known f
some time that the dynamics of aqueous mixtures are c
siderably slower than those of neat water.1 The effect of the
co-solvent on the hydrogen bonding environment in the m
ture and the distribution of molecules of either spec
throughout the mixture are also important questions. T
structure and the dynamics of the mixtures are clearly
lated. Thus, the slowing of the dynamics of aqueous mixtu
has usually been explained in terms of an enhancement in
water structure, for instance, in the famous ‘‘iceberg hypo
esis’’ of Frank and Evans.2 Self-aggregation of water or it
co-solvent molecules is a commonly invoked explanation
some of the properties of aqueous mixtures.1,3,4 The effects
of different co-solvents on the dynamics and structure
water is also of interest. In the mixtures considered in t
article, methanol is expected to affect water differently fro
acetone and acetonitrile, since methanol is an associating
uid that can both donate and accept hydrogen bonds, whe
11220021-9606/2000/113(24)/11222/15/$17.00
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acetone and acetonitrile can only accept hydrogen bond
The low frequency spectra are essential to understan

the dynamics of liquids, because they are indicative of ro
tional, translational, and librational motions. In hydrog
bonding liquids such as water and methanol, the broad
sorption band around 700 cm21 is particularly interesting
because it arises from librational motions involving main
the hydrogen atoms of the molecule.5 It is therefore sensitive
to the hydrogen bonding environment in the liquid. Regr
tably, there are almost no experimental spectra of dipo
liquid mixtures below about 800 cm21—that is, in lower
frequency infrared~IR! and the far-infrared~far-IR! regions
of the spectrum. This is because there are few intense br
band sources of radiation at low frequencies and beca
hydrogen bonding liquids absorb strongly in this region.6–9

The interpretation of low frequency liquid spectra, wh
available, is not straightforward. The complexity of th
many-bodied interactions and the heterogeneous envi
ment experienced by the molecules in a liquid is not am
nable to a simple analytical description. Exceptions are
Debye and related models, which describe the reorienta
of molecules in the microwave and far-IR regions of t
spectrum. Analytical techniques do not give a detailed m
lecular description of the liquid, however, and the mo
promising method of interpreting the spectra is via molecu
dynamics~MD! simulations.

Knowledge of the microscopic details of liquids ha
been greatly expanded by computer simulations~e.g., see
Refs. 5 and 10!. Simulations of neat liquids have accurate
predicted many of the properties of liquids, including the
modynamic and structural properties, and dynamical beh
ior. The agreement between the simulated and the exp
mental results gives us confidence that the simulations
accurately modeling the molecular details of the liquid. Mi
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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tures of liquids can likewise be simulated by using the int
action potentials of the neat liquids. However, it is not ne
essarily the case that the effective pair potentials, which w
parametrized to describe the properties of neat liquids,
accurately predict the properties of mixtures. In particular
is known that the Lorentz–Berthelot combining rules for d
scribing the cross-potentials of Lennard-Jones interact
tend to underestimate the interactions of unlike specie11

These concerns notwithstanding, simulations of mixtu
have been reasonably successful in predicting mixt
properties.11 Nevertheless, it remains an important task
compare experimental and predicted properties of the m
tures.

We have recently shown that spectra from MD simu
tions give quite reasonable agreement with the experime
spectra of methanolic mixtures.6,7 The experimental and
computed spectra both show a marked red-shift in the h
frequency librational band of methanol as the methanol c
centration decreases. This red-shift was attributed to
creased hydrogen bonding between methanol and its
solvent. Skaf has also predicted large changes in
absorption band of water in dimethyl sulfoxide~DMSO!/
water mixtures.12

In this article, we extend our work to the more importa
case of aqueous mixtures, and will examine binary mixtu
of water with acetone, acetonitrile, and methanol. We fi
that acetone and acetonitrile cause a large red-shift in
librational band of water, whereas the same band only
dergoes a slight blue-shift in methanol/water mixtures. Th
trends are reproduced by the MD simulations. In the far-
all the aqueous mixtures show a substantial decrease in
sorption, which is attributed to a slowing of the rotation
dynamics of the mixtures. The hydrogen bonding enviro
ment in the mixtures is also examined in more detail than
been done previously.

In Sec. II, previous work on the mixtures studied here
discussed, and experimental details of our work are
scribed in Sec. III. The results are presented in Sec. IV: fi
the experimental far-IR and IR spectra are presented,
lowed by the spectra, hydrogen bonding information, a
spatial distribution functions~SDFs! of the simulations. The
results are discussed more broadly in Sec. V and summar
in Sec. VI.

II. BACKGROUND

Experimental measurements of the dynamics of aceto
water, acetonitrile/water, and methanol/water mixtures in
cate a considerable decrease in the mobility of the mixtu
Thus, microwave dielectric relaxation measurements
acetone/water mixtures show a broad maximum in the De
relaxation time constant,tD , from 0.2 to 0.6 volume fraction
acetone,13,14 which corresponds to the maximum in the vi
cosity of the mixtures at 0.5 volume fraction acetone.1 Cor-
relation times determined by nuclear magnetic resona
~NMR! also have large maxima at these compositions.1 Mea-
sures of molecular mobility in acetonitrile/water mixtur
based on NMR correlation times,1 diffusion measurements,1

and Debye relaxation times8 also indicate a slowing of the
mixture dynamics. The slower dynamics have been att
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uted to an increase in the water structure, and microhet
geneity has been proposed in the system.1 Previous studies of
acetonitrile/water mixtures have been reviewed in greater
tail in earlier work.8

In contrast, the Debye relaxation times of methan
water mixtures do not have a maximum relative to the n
liquids,15–17 although the diffusion coefficients18 and NMR
correlation times do indicate a significant slowing of the d
namics in the middle of the composition range.1 The relax-
ation time constant from depolarized Raleigh light scatteri
which is related to hydrogen bond breaking and formati
has a maximum at 0.5 volume fraction methanol.19

We have already reviewed some of the MD simulatio
of neat liquids,7 and here shall focus instead on the mixture
In acetone/water mixtures, the radial distribution functio
~RDFs! associated with hydrogen bonding between wa
molecules increase enormously with dilution of water, whi
was attributed to an increase in the water structure in
mixtures. Both the water–water and water–acetone hyd
gen bond lifetimes increase with dilution of water.20

Kovacs and Laaksonen have shown that there is als
large increase in the water–water RDFs in acetonitrile/wa
mixtures.4 RDFs between acetonitrile-acetonitrile sites a
unaffected by mixing except at water-rich compositions. T
RDFs suggest microheterogeneity, and at low water conc
trations dimers, trimers, and tetramers of water are favo
over monomeric water molecules. Oscillations in the line
velocity autocorrelation functions~ACFs! are damped by the
addition of acetonitrile, indicating a breakdown of the wa
structure. The high frequency librations of water are shif
to lower frequencies and become narrower at high conc
trations of acetonitrile. However, small amounts of aceto
trile cause a blue-shift of the water libration, indicating
slight enhancement of structure.

Mixtures of methanol and water have received a gr
deal of attention,5,20–26 and only some key results will be
presented here. The addition of either methanol to water
water to methanol, results in the solute adopting some of
structure and hydrogen bonding character of the solvent.21,22

Water molecules at low concentrations tend to aggregate
gether more than expected for random mixing, whereas w
methanol is dissolved in water it is unlikely to have oth
methanol molecules in its solvation shell.20–24 Methanol
molecules are not efficiently incorporated into the wa
structure.25

The static and dynamic dielectric properties of methan
water mixtures have been extensively investigated
Ladanyi and co-workers.23,25,27They found that interspecie
cross-correlations have a significant impact on the dipo
time correlation functions~TCFs!. The high frequency libra-
tional band broadens with water content.23 Pálinkás et al.
have shown that the librational frequencies are higher
methanol molecules with a greater number of hydrog
bonds, and that the linewidths of the librational band a
narrower in methanol-rich mixtures.26 The velocity ACFs of
the water and methanol hydrogen atoms change upon m
ing, with the water ACFs becoming more oscillatory and t
methanol ACFs slowing slightly.20
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TABLE I. The number of molecules of the non-water component used in the simulations. The densi
acetone/water~Ref. 39!, acetonitrile/water~Ref. 40!, and methanol/water~Ref. 41! mixtures are given, as are th
corresponding compositions of the mixture~in volume fractions!.

Acetone/water Acetonitrile/water Methanol/water

No. AT
Density
~g cm23! VAT No. AN

Density
~g cm23! VAN No. ME

Density
~g cm23! VME

0 0.9971 0.0000 0 0.9971 0.0000 0 0.9971 0.000
6 0.9873 0.1046 8 0.9843 0.1008 10 0.9830 0.098

16 0.9704 0.2465 22 0.9603 0.2484 28 0.9619 0.251
42 0.9294 0.4968 55 0.9070 0.4989 66 0.9237 0.497
91 0.8700 0.7486 110 0.8437 0.7515 123 0.8670 0.748

149 0.8225 0.9009 163 0.8038 0.8996 173 0.8233 0.900
178 0.8063 0.9504 187 0.7915 0.9495 ¯ ¯ ¯

195 0.7968 0.9743 201 0.7843 0.9750 ¯ ¯ ¯

216 0.7851 1.0000 216 0.7766 1.0000 216 0.7865 1.000
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III. EXPERIMENT

A. Infrared and far-infrared spectra

Infrared and far-IR spectra were recorded at room te
perature~18 °C to 21 °C!. Methanol, acetonitrile, and aceton
~all greater than 99.5% purity! were obtained from Baker an
were used as received. They were mixed with deionized
ter, following the procedure described previously,6,8 to form
binary mixtures of 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 0.90 by volu
fraction. The uncertainty in the volume fractions of the m
tures is estimated to be less than 0.002. The volume frac
of componenti is denoted by the symbolVi ; where appro-
priate, we use mole fractions designated by the conventio
symbol xi . The componenti may be written as AT for ac-
etone, AN for acetonitrile, ME for methanol, or WA for wa
ter. The use of volume fraction in preference to mole fract
when interpreting spectra has already been discussed.6,8

A generic transmission Fourier-transform infrar
~FTIR! spectrometer~Midac M1200! was used to measur
spectra of the liquids in the mid-IR region. Samples we
held in a custom-designed variable pathlength cell.6 The abil-
ity to make changes of 0.5mm in the pathlength is essentia
for accurate measurement of intense absorption bands. S
tra were measured over a range of pathlengths and the
sorption coefficients were calculated using Beer’s law.
this manner, absorption coefficients of the liquids were
termined for frequencies above 400 cm21. An artifact in the
spectra between 715 and 735 cm21 is sometimes present an
is caused by an absorption band of the polyethylene bag.
results are in quantitative agreement with those of Bertie
neat methanol28 and water.29 Highly absorbing samples~i.e.,
those with a high concentration of water! are significantly
more noisy than others, however.

Far-IR spectra were measured using femtosecond te
hertz ~fs-THz! pulse spectroscopy.30 Intense subpicosecon
far-IR pulses, with frequency components from 0.1 to ab
4 THz ~3 to 133 cm21), are propagated through samples
variable thickness. The amplitude of the pulse in the ti
domain is mapped out by varying the arrival time of a visib
gating pulse relative to that of the THz pulse at a suita
detector. The time-domain spectrum is Fourier transform
to yield the frequency-domain power spectrum and ph
-
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delay. The spectrometer and the data acquisition proce
have been described in earlier work, and we have dem
strated that this technique is well suited to measuring far
spectra of highly absorbing liquids.6,8,9 Our spectra cover
from 5 cm21 up to 60 cm21.31 Because both the absorptio
coefficient and the index of refraction are determined,
complex-valued dielectric constant can also be calcula
without a Kramers–Kronig analysis. The far-infrared and
frared data for all the mixtures have been archived in
EPAPS repository.32

B. Molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations under constant volu
conditions were carried out using the MolDy program.33 Sys-
tems of 216 rigid molecules were simulated using perio
boundary conditions at an average temperature of 298
which was maintained using a Nose´–Hoover thermostat.34

The effective pair potentials were OPLS for methanol35 and
acetone,36 Jorgensen-Briggs for acetonitrile,37 and TIP4P for
water.38 Spectra from the simulations did not appear to
particularly sensitive to the potentials chosen. Long-ran
electrostatic interactions were treated by Ewald summat
After an initial equilibration period, data were collected ov
an additional 126 ps, where the integration time step of
simulations was 0.7 fs. Dynamical quantities for the tim
correlation functions were output every 7 fs and the confi
ration of the system was output every 70 fs. T
densities,39–41volume fractions, and number of molecules
each simulation are listed in Table I.

The equilibration of the mixtures was followed by mon
toring the RDFs as well as the fraction of molecules of ea
species that had a given number of hydrogen bonds. For
simulations presented here, the equilibration period
methanol/water mixtures was 112 ps, and that for aceto
water and acetonitrile/water was at least 154 ps. Some c
positions with low water concentrations required sign
cantly longer equilibration times.42

The far-IR spectra of the simulated liquids were calc
lated from the ACF of the total dipole moment,M ~t!, using
the equation
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a~v!n~v!5
4pv tanh~\v/2kT!

3\cV

3E
2`

1`

e2 ivt^M ~ t !•M ~0!& dt, ~1!

wherea is the absorption coefficient andn is the index of
refraction at an angular frequency,v, of a sample of volume
V, and temperature,T.43 The absorption coefficient and inde
of refraction from the simulations were separated by
Kramers–Kronig analysis.44–46

Our approach in this work has been to calculate the t
dipole of the system based on the permanent dipole of e
molecule. Induced dipoles were not taken into account.
have found that simulations of nonaqueous mixtures ba
on this method give reasonable agreement with experime7

The same approach has been used by Ladanyi and
workers to study mixtures of water and methanol,23 and by
Skaf to study mixtures of DMSO and water.12 Not incorpo-
rating the induced dipoles in the simulation is unlikely
affect the molecular motions of the liquid significantly,47 al-
though motions that do not affect the system dipole~such as
translations! will not contribute to the calculated spectra. Th
effect of interference between the permanent and the indu
dipoles, which may contribute significantly to th
spectra,43,47will also not be visible. Nevertheless, the perm
nent dipole is the largest contributor to the spectral den
and should be broadly representative of motions occurrin
the liquid, particularly as the induced dipoles have much
same dielectric relaxation as the permanent dipoles.23

IV. RESULTS

A. Far-infrared spectra

Absorption coefficients of the mixtures are shown in F
1. Indices of refraction~not shown! of the mixtures were also
determined. The signal-to-noise ratios of the spectra decr
rapidly above 50 cm21, owing to a sharp drop in the inten
sity of high frequency components of the pulse, and to
high absorption of the samples. The error bars are gene
small enough to distinguish between spectra of similar co
positions. Figure 2 shows the composition dependence o
experimental values of the optical constants at selected
quencies, together with that of the ideal values6

a ideal~v!5r real/r ideal@V1a1~v!1V2a2~v!# ~2!

and

nideal~v!5r real/r ideal@V1n1~v!1V2n2~v!#, ~3!

wherea i andni are the absorption coefficient and refracti
index of componenti. The ratio of the real and ideal dens
ties (r real and r ideal) accounts for small nonidealities in th
volume of mixing.

The above spectra indicate that mixtures of water w
other dipolar liquids absorb substantially less than that
pected of ideal behavior. The indices of refraction also te
to be lower than ideal, especially at low frequencies. T
decrease in the optical constants of mixtures in the far-IR
been observed previously in the acetonitrile/water syste8

but is more pronounced in acetone/water and methanol/w
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mixtures. The difference between the ideal and the real
sorption coefficients increases with frequency up to abou
cm21, above which it remains fairly constant, and nonidea
ties in the index of refraction drop off rapidly with frequenc
for all three mixtures.

The spectra of the mixtures can be related to the dyna
cal behavior of the liquids through the complex-valued
electric constant,«̂5«82 i«9. The components of«̂ are cal-
culated from the absorption coefficients and indices
refraction using «85n22k2 and «952nk, where k
5ac/(2v). The dielectric behavior of the mixtures was the
fit to various dynamical models of the dielectric relaxatio
We found that the double-Debye model gave the best fi
the data.48,49 The Debye model yields the relaxation time
the sample and is given by

«̂~v!5«`1(
j 51

n
« j2« j 11

11 ivt j
, ~4!

where forn relaxation processes,«1 is the static dielectric
constant,« j are intermediate values of the dielectric consta

FIG. 1. The far-IR absorption coefficients of~a! acetone/water,~b!
acetonitrile/water, and~c! methanol/water mixtures. The compositions~in
terms of the volume fraction of water! are 0.00~dash-dot-dotted line!, 0.25
~short dashes!, 0.50 ~dash-dotted line!, 0.75 ~long dashes!, and neat water
~solid line!. Representative error bars are shown for the spectrum of
water.
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«n115«` is its limiting value at high frequency, andt j are
the relaxation time constants. Values for the static dielec
constant were determined by linear interpolation of literat
results to our compositions.50,51Relaxation times were deter
mined from fits of the double-Debye model to the expe
mentally determined«̂. Ideal relaxation times were obtaine
by fitting the same model to the ideal values of the opti
constants@Eqs. ~2! and ~3!#. The time constant associate
with the slow relaxation process,t1 , is shown in Fig. 3.
Because the uncertainties in thet2 values are quite large, w
shall discuss only the slower relaxation times.

All three systems investigated show an appreciable
crease in the slow relaxation times of the real mixtures ab
those of the ideal mixtures. Literature values from mic
wave work are included in Fig. 3 for comparison. Our resu
for the acetone/water mixtures show the same trend
magnitude as the values of Kumbharkhaneet al.13 The
higher temperature~25 °C! of their experiments is partly re
sponsible for the slightly shorter relaxation times that th
report. The relaxation times of acetonitrile/water mixtur
have been discussed previously.8

Our relaxation times for neat methanol and methan
rich mixtures are lower than those reported in the literat
because we have used two relaxation processes to des
the methanol relaxation, whereas three relaxation proce
have been identified.15–17 Our data measure the high fre
quency end of dielectric relaxation, and cannot distingu

FIG. 2. Comparison of the optical constants of the mixtures with the id
values~dotted lines! as a function of composition.~a!–~c! are the absorption
coefficients; indices of refraction are shown in~d!–~f!. The mixtures are
acetone/water~top!, acetonitrile/water~middle!, and methanol/water~bot-
tom!. The frequencies shown are 5 cm21 ~filled circles!, 10 cm21 ~open
triangles!, 25 cm21 ~filled squares!, and 50 cm21 ~open diamonds!.
ic
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h

between multiple slow relaxation processes. The values
we obtain should therefore be regarded aseffectiverelaxation
times, which we use to draw out differences between the
and ideal relaxation times. With this caveat in mind, t
relaxation times in methanol/water mixtures are also
served to be slower than those of the ideal mixtures.

B. Infrared spectra

Infrared spectra of the mixtures spanning from 400
1000 cm21 are shown in Fig. 4. Our interest is in the effe
of mixing on the broad absorption band, which arises fro
high frequency librations in hydrogen bonding liquids. T
narrow, intramolecular features that are apparent in the
etone and acetonitrile spectra will therefore not be cons
ered. A cursory inspection of the spectra reveals that
absorption band in acetone/water and acetonitrile/water m
tures shifts to significantly lower frequencies on mixing. Th
effect is similar to that seen on mixing acetone and aceto
trile with methanol.6 In contrast, the position of the absorp
tion band does not change much in methanol/water mixtu

The position, amplitude, and width of the absorpti
band were determined quantitatively by fitting the absorpt
to a Gaussian curve.52 Ideal spectra of the mixtures wer
likewise examined.53 The amplitudes of the fitted curve
changed linearly with composition. The fitted values of t
peak position and width are shown in Fig. 5 as a function
composition. The extent of the red-shift—almost 150 cm21

l

FIG. 3. The slow Debye time constants of~a! the acetone/water~filled
squares! and acetonitrile/water~filled triangles! mixtures, and ~b! the
methanol/water mixtures~filled squares!. The time constants based on th
ideal optical constants are shown as a dotted line for the acetone/wate
methanol/water systems, and as a dashed line for water/acetonitrile
tures. Literature data for acetone/water mixtures are from Kumbharkhan
25 °C ~open circles! ~Ref. 13!. For the methanol/water system, our data a
compared to microwave data from Bertolini~30 °C! ~Ref. 15!, Mashimo
~23 °C! ~Ref. 16!, and Kaatze~25 °C! ~Ref. 17! shown as open squares, ope
circles, and open triangles, respectively.
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for acetone and 200 cm21 acetonitrile—is very large com
pared to the peak position of the neat liquid~670 cm21).
However, moderate amounts of co-solvent (VWA.0.7) actu-
ally induce a small blue-shift in the librational band. In th
methanol/water mixtures, the high frequency band is cau
by the librations of both water and methanol molecul
which occur at about the same frequency. The peak pos
in this system remains slightly blue-shifted relative to t
ideal mixture for most of the composition range.

The peak widths of the absorption band in the mixtu
show consistent trends with composition, although the un
tainties are larger than those of the peak positions. In
acetone and acetonitrile mixtures, the peak width does
change appreciably before aboutVWA50.50. Further dilution
of water broadens the absorption band, particularly
acetonitrile/water mixtures. In methanol/water mixtures,
peak is slightly broader than expected of ideal behavior.

C. Molecular dynamics simulations

1. Spectra

Time correlation functions and the corresponding spe
of the total dipole moment, the single molecule dipole m

FIG. 4. The infrared spectra of~a! acetone/water,~b! acetonitrile/water, and
~c! methanol/water mixtures. The neat liquids are shown as bold curves
thin lines indicate water volume fractions of 0.75~dash-dot-dotted lines!,
0.50 ~dots!, 0.25 ~dashes! and 0.10~dash-dotted lines!.
ed
,
n

s
r-
e
ot

n
e

a
-

ments, and the linear and angular velocities of each spe
were calculated. Only spectra of the total dipole moment
experimentally accessible. It is apparent that the shifts in
spectral density of the experimental spectra are also pre
in the simulated spectra of the collective dipole mome
~Fig. 6!. At high concentrations of acetone or acetonitrile
greater proportion of the absorption occurs at lower frequ
cies. In methanol/water mixtures, on the other hand, the
sorption maximum is blue-shifted relative to the spectra
the neat liquids.

The composition dependence of the absorption peak
width was quantified by calculating the first moment and
standard deviation of the spectra between 300 and 950 c21

~Fig. 7!. The composition dependence of the first momen
more modest than that of the experimental peak position
acetone and acetonitrile mixtures. Nonetheless, the key
tures of the spectra of these mixtures—the slight blue-shif
low co-solvent concentrations and the sharp red-shift at
water concentrations—are both evident. The standard de
tions of these mixtures are not significantly affected by co
position, whereas the experimental absorption of acetonit
water mixtures shows some broadening at low water cont

The calculated spectrum of neat methanol has a m
mum at about 50 cm21 lower than that of neat water
whereas the absorption maxima in the experimental spe
of the neat liquids are at about the same frequency. The
moments of the ideal spectra@Eq. ~2!# are slightly lower than
those of the simulated spectra. The spectra is also slig
broader than expected for ideal mixtures. These small
consistent deviations from ideality are similar to those o
served in the experimental spectra~Fig. 5!, and agree with
the observations of Ladanyi and Skaf.23

Changes in the single dipole ACFs are demonstrated
the single particle relaxation times,tS , of the mixtures~Fig.
8!. The relaxation time for each species is determined

nd

FIG. 5. The variation of the fitted~a! peak position and~b! width with
composition. Circles, triangles, and squares designate acetone/w
acetonitrile/water, and methanol/water mixtures, respectively. The pos
and width for ideal methanol/water mixtures are shown as a dotted line
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integrating the normalized single dipole ACF:

tS
i 5E

0

`

^m i~0!•m i~ t !&/m i
2 dt, ~5!

wherem i is the molecular dipole of speciesi. The acetone
and acetonitrile single particle ACFs change regularly
dilution, but in opposite directions: acetone molecules re
more lethargically in the presence of water, whereas ac
nitrile molecules relax slightly more rapidly. These chang
in the ACFs are reflected in minor red- and blue-shifts in
single particle spectra~not shown! of acetone and aceton
trile. Methanol molecules relax faster in water-rich compo
tions.

The relaxation of individual water molecules becom
increasingly sluggish with dilution. In methanol/water mi
tures, the single particle ACFs of water and methanol h
similar values at all compositions — that is, the water m
ecule ACF is similar to that of methanol at methanol-ri
compositions, and vice versa. Both methanol and water s
a significant blue-shift in the single particle spectra with
creasing methanol content~Fig. 9!, as Ladanyi and Skaf hav

FIG. 6. The simulated total dipole spectra of~a! acetone/water,~b!
acetonitrile/water, and~c! methanol/water mixtures. The line types and co
positions are the same as in Fig. 4.
n
x
o-
s
e

-

s

e
-

w
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FIG. 7. The composition dependence of the~a! first moment and~b! stan-
dard deviation of the spectra in Fig. 6, over the range 300 to 950 cm21. For
ideal mixtures of acetone/water~open circles and dash-dot-dotted lines! and
acetonitrile/water~open triangles and dashed lines!, these values do no
change with composition. In methanol/water mixtures~open squares and
dash-dotted lines!, however, the ideal behavior does depend on composi
~dotted line!.

FIG. 8. The single dipole relaxation times of~a! the co-solvent and~b! the
water molecules. Relaxation times in acetone/water mixtures are show
circles and solid lines, those in acetonitrile/water mixtures as triangles
dashed lines. Relaxation times of methanol/water mixtures are given
squares and dash-dot-dotted lines.
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found.23 In contrast, single molecule spectra of water in a
etone and acetonitrile are relatively unaffected by mix
@Fig. 9~a!#.

Changes in the linear velocity ACFs and their spectra
small in the mixtures considered in this study. Compared
neat water, the linear velocity ACFs of water molecules
marginally slower in the mixtures, and become more os
latory in methanol-rich mixtures.

The angular velocity ACFs of acetone decay faster, a
those of acetonitrile decay slower, with the addition of wat
These changes are reflected in small shifts in the spectr
higher and lower frequencies, respectively. The angular
locities of water molecules~Fig. 10! are unaffected by the
addition of acetone or acetonitrile until low water concent
tions, when a small red-shift appears. Kovacs and Laakso
have observed similar behavior.4 Larger changes are appa
ent in the methanol/water mixtures, and both species
more oscillatory at methanol-rich mixtures. The angular
locity spectra of both methanol and water molecules are g
erally narrower and blue-shifted at methanol-rich compo
tions.

FIG. 9. The single molecule spectra of~a! water in acetone/water mixture
and ~b! water and~c! methanol in methanol/water mixtures. Compositio
shown ~by volume fraction of the displayed species! are 1.00~solid line!,
0.75 ~dash-dot-dotted line!, 0.25 ~dashes!, and 0.10~dash-dotted line!.
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2. Hydrogen bonding

The hydrogen bonding state of each molecule in
simulation was categorized at each output configuration.
though the hydrogen bonding of aqueous mixtures has b
described before,20,54 here we present the fractions of mo
ecules in eachuniquehydrogen bonding state. The bondin
states of methanol and water are denoted byxdi –yaj , where
x is the number of hydrogen bonds donated to speciesi, and
y is the number of bonds accepted from speciesj. Water can
donate up to two hydrogen bonds, whereas methanol
only donate one. Hydrogen bonds were evaluated accor
to the usual geometric criteria:54,55 for hydrogen bond ac-
cepting atom,Z, a hydrogen bond was assigned ifr Z–H

,2.6 Å, r Z–O,3.5 Å, and the H-O•••Z angle was less than
30°. These values correspond approximately to the first m
mum of the appropriate RDF of the systems being stud
Aqueous mixtures of acetone and acetonitrile will be cons
ered together before hydrogen bonding in the methanol/w
mixtures is discussed.

Hydrogen bonding in the acetonitrile/water system h
previously been studied by Bertie and Lan using
spectroscopy,56 and by Bergman and Laaksonen using M

FIG. 10. The angular velocity spectra of the water molecule in acetonit
water mixtures:~a! vx , ~b! vy , and~c! vz . The water molecule lies in the
x-z plane with its dipole along thez-axis. The compositions shown are ne
water ~solid lines!, 0.50 ~dotted lines!, and 0.90~dashed lines! by acetoni-
trile volume fraction.
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simulations with SPC/E water.57 Their results and ours ar
shown in Fig. 11. The simulations show good agreem
with the spectroscopic determination of the fraction of h
drogen bonded acetonitrile molecules, and with the fract
of water hydrogen atoms that are donated to acetonitrile
high acetonitrile compositions, our results suggest sligh
more, and those of Bergman and Laaksonen suggest fe
hydrogen bonds to acetonitrile. More substantial differen
are evident when considering the fraction of protons dona
to other water molecules. The simulations show more hyd
gen bonding between water molecules than do the spe
scopic results. The discrepancy in this regard is more mar
in the results of Bergman and Laaksonen, possibly beca
they scale the self-energy term of the SPC/E model w
composition. We note that the results of Bertie and Lan
pend on the assignment of the absorption bands of each
of OH stretch, and that their results at one standard devia
are significantly closer to ours@dotted line in Fig. 11~b!#.
Nevertheless, the experimental data suggest that the sim
tions exaggerate the extent of hydrogen bonding betw
water molecules. With this in mind, we proceed to a mo
detailed analysis of hydrogen bonding in the mixtures.

The average number of hydrogen bonds to water an
its co-solvent is shown in Fig. 12~a! for acetone/water~filled
symbols and dashed lines! and acetonitrile/water mixture
~open symbols and solid lines!. As has been observe
before,20 the number of hydrogen bonds donated by wate
largely constant as a function of composition. Similar beh
ior was observed in the number of bonds donated by me

FIG. 11. ~a! The fraction of acetonitrile molecules that are hydrog
bonded. The solid line is from Bertie and Lan~Ref. 56!, filled circles are
from Bergman and Laaksonen~Ref. 57!, and our results are shown by ope
squares and a thin dashed line.~b! The fraction of water hydrogen atom
donated to water~circles! and to acetonitrile~triangles! molecules. The Ber-
tie results are again shown as a bold solid line. The Bertie results base
values at one standard deviation are shown by the dotted line. In this an
following figures, lines through the points are intended as guides to the
t
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nol in mixtures with acetone and acetonitrile.7 The number
of hydrogen bonds that water accepts~squares! is insensitive
to the identity of the co-solvent except at low water conce
trations, where differences between the two systems bec
noticeable. Rather than decreasing linearly to zero, the n
ber of hydrogen bonds accepted by water displays a con
dependence on composition, thereby proving that water m
ecules aggregate together rather than mixing randomly
both systems, water molecules are least randomly mixe
aboutxWA'0.3. Acetonitrile~open circles! forms fewer hy-
drogen bonds with water than does acetone~filled circles! at
water-rich compositions. Slight differences are apparen
the fractions of acetone and acetonitrile molecules in e
bonding state@Fig. 12~b!#. The bonding state of acetonitril
molecules ~open symbols! changes fairly smoothly with
composition, whereas acetone molecules~filled symbols!
have a plateau at 0.7, xAT, 0.8 and belowxAT50.10.

The hydrogen bonding states of the water molecules
acetone/water and acetonitrile/water mixtures are shown
Figs. 13 and 14. Part~a! of these figures shows water hydro
gen bonding states involving exclusively one speci
whereas~b! shows states where the water molecule is hyd
gen bonded to both species. Low concentrations of ace
and acetonitrile (xAT , xAN,0.20) have an identical effect o
water hydrogen bonding, but differences between acet
and acetonitrile mixtures arise upon further dilution of wat
These differences are subtle and appear to be primarily
lated to the strength of hydrogen bonding between water

on
the
e.

FIG. 12. ~a! The average number of hydrogen bonds in acetone/water
acetonitrile/water mixtures. The average number of hydrogen bonds don
~triangles! and accepted~squares! by water molecules, and the average num
ber of bonds accepted by the co-solvent~circles!, are shown.~b! The frac-
tion of co-solvent molecules accepting zero~circles!, one~triangles!, or two
~squares! hydrogen bonds. In both~a! and ~b!, acetone mixtures are desig
nated by closed symbols and dashed lines, and acetonitrile mixtures by
symbols and solid lines.
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its co-solvent. The remarkable retention of water connec
ity in the mixtures is evident in part~a! of the figures, par-
ticularly in the tetrahedrally bonded water molecul
(2dWA– 2a—filled upward-pointing triangles!. The high
connectivity between water molecules is also retained
molecules with three hydrogen bonds (2dWA– 1a—filled
circles, and 1dWA– 2a—filled squares!, to the extent that in
acetone/water mixtures up toxAT50.70, most water mol-
ecules are still exclusively hydrogen bonded to other wa
molecules.

The hydrogen bonding between water molecules in
acetone/water system changes dramatically at aboutxAT

50.70, when the fraction of water molecules that are hyd
gen bonded to two or more other water molecules drops
idly. Above xAT50.80, few water molecules are hydroge
bonded to more than two other water molecules. The los
water connectivity is more gradual in acetonitrile/water m
tures~Fig. 14!, and a significant fraction of water molecule
remains hydrogen bonded to two or three other water m
ecules at acetonitrile-rich compositions. Hydrogen bond
between water and its co-solvent predominates at low w
concentrations, and the number of water molecules bon
exclusively to the co-solvent (2dAT,AN – 0a, open squares, o
1dAT,AN – 0a, open triangle! increases rapidly belowxWA

50.20. This effect is more marked in the acetone/water m
tures.

The hydrogen bonding statistics of methanol/water m

FIG. 13. The fraction of water molecules in different hydrogen bond
states in acetone/water mixtures.~a! Hydrogen bonding states involving
only water~solid lines! or only acetone~dashed lines! molecules: 2dWA– 2a
~filled upward pointing triangles!, 2dWA– 1a ~filled circles!, 1dWA– 2a
~filled squares!, 1dWA– 1a ~filled diamonds!, 2dWA– 3a ~filled downward
pointing triangles!, 2dAT– 0a ~open squares!, and 1dAT– 0a ~open tri-
angles!. In ~b! are shown states involving both species: 1dAT1dWA– 0a
~filled circles!, 1dAT– 1a ~filled triangles!, 2dAT– 1a ~filled diamonds!,
1dAT1dWA– 2a ~open squares!, and 1dAT1dWA– 1a ~open triangles!.
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tures are shown in Fig. 15. This system exhibits a hig
degree of randomization than in the previous mixtures,
manifest by the positions of the maxima of methanol m
ecules that are bonded to both species. In Fig. 15~b!, for
instance, 1dME– 1aWA ~filled triangles! and 1dWA– 1aME

~open squares! have maxima that are not too far fromxME

50.50, and the maxima of 1dWA– 1aME1aWA ~filled
squares! and 1dME– 2aWA ~open circles! are near xME

50.33, as expected for randomly mixed molecules. Add
water to methanol rapidly reduces the fraction of middle-
chain @1dME– 1aME—open circles in part~a!# methanol
molecules. In like manner, the fraction of methanol m
ecules that have three hydrogen bonds to wa
@1dWA– 2aWA—filled squares in~a!# increases sharply as th
methanol content decreases. This accords with work by o
researchers who have found that methanol becomes w
like in its bonding characteristics in water-rich mixtures.21,22

There are too many unique hydrogen bonding states
water molecules in methanol/water mixtures to pres
meaningfully here.58 Our analysis was therefore simplifie
by considering only the total number of hydrogen bonds
each species. The water bonding state is designated
i ME– j WA , where i and j are the total number of hydroge
bonds to methanol and to water. The most prominent spe
are shown in Fig. 16. Water molecules tend to bond pre
entially to other water molecules. Consequently, the fracti
of water molecules bonded to both species have maxim
compositions higher in methanol than expected for rando
dispersed molecules. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1
where water molecules bonded exclusively to other wa
molecules are shown. If mixing occurs randomly, then

FIG. 14. The fraction of water molecules in different hydrogen states
acetonitrile/water mixtures. The states shown are the same as those in
13, except that hydrogen bonds are donated to acetonitrile molecules in
figure. For instance, the filled circles in~b! of this figure denote
1dAN1dWA– 0a, rather than 1dAT1dWA– 0a.
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probability, p, of being hydrogen bonded to exactlyn water
molecules can be estimated byp5p0* xWA

n , wherep0 is the
probability in neat water. This estimate does not take i
account how the total number of hydrogen bonds to the
ter molecule changes with composition, i.e.,p0 is assumed to
be independent of composition. In fact, because the num
of molecules in water’s solvation shell decreases in metha
mixtures, the probability of randomly finding four hydroge
bonding species should be even lower than that shown.
ure 17 shows that water molecules are more likely to as
ciate with themselves than expected for completely rand
mixing. Similar considerations applied to the hydrog
bonding states in mixtures with acetone and acetonit
demonstrate that these mixtures are even less rando
mixed.

3. Spatial distribution functions

Our SDFs of the acetonitrile/water and methanol/wa
systems are in broad agreement with those of Laaksonen
co-workers.21,57Therefore, we shall discuss only the SDFs
acetone/water mixtures, which have not yet been descr
in the literature. We shall focus on the position of the oxyg
atoms, OAT and OWA , relative to the acetone and water mo
ecules~Fig. 18!.

The water-OWA SDFs show the usual tetrahedral stru
ture of water in water-rich mixtures@Fig. 18~a!#, and second-
ary structure is visible at low isosurface values. Dilution

FIG. 15. The fraction of methanol molecules in different hydrogen bond
states in methanol/water mixtures. Hydrogen bond states involving
methanol~dashed lines! or only water~solid lines! molecules are shown in
~a!: 1dWA– 1aWA ~filled circles!, 1dWA– 2aWA ~filled squares!, 0d– 1aWA

~filled triangles!, 0d– 2aWA ~filled diamonds!, 1dME– 1aME ~open circles!,
1dME– 0a ~open squares!, and 0d– 1aME ~open triangles!. States involving
both species are shown in~b!: 1dME– 1aME2aWA ~filled circles!,
1dME– 2aWA ~open circles!, 1dWA1aME ~open squares!, 1dWA– 1aME1aWA

~filled squares!, and 1dME– 1aWA ~filled triangles!.
o
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water with acetone results in a large increase in the S
values, indicating that water molecules tend to remain
hydrogen bonded clusters. The tetrahedral position of
hydrogen bond donors to the water molecule is gradually
to a more dipolar position@Fig. 18~b!#, and secondary struc
ture is no longer visible. The water–OAT SDFs~not shown!
are found almost exclusively in the hydrogen bond accep
position, with no other prominent features visible. The ma
mum value of the SDFs increases significantly in aceto

g
ly

FIG. 16. The fraction of water molecules in different hydrogen bond
states in methanol/water mixtures.~a! Hydrogen bond states involving only
water ~solid lines! or methanol~dashed lines! molecules: 0ME5WA ~filled
circles!, 0ME4WA ~filled squares!, 0ME3WA ~filled triangles!, 0ME2WA ~filled
diamonds!, 4ME0WA ~open squares!, and 3ME0WA ~open circles!. In ~b! are
states involving both species: 1ME1WA ~filled circles!, 1ME2WA ~filled
squares!, 1ME3WA ~open circles!, 2ME1WA ~filled triangles!, 2ME2WA ~open
squares!, and 3ME1WA ~open diamonds!.

FIG. 17. The fraction of molecules of water that are hydrogen bon
exclusively to other water molecules: 0ME3WA ~filled circles! and 0ME4WA

~filled triangles!. For comparison, an estimate of random mixing for ea
state is shown as thin dashed lines. The sum of the most prominent sp
in neat water (0ME2WA 10ME3WA10ME4WA), and of the random estimate
of these states are also shown~filled squares!.
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rich mixtures, signifying that water molecules are more d
persed in acetone-rich mixtures and donate a greater num
of hydrogen bonds to acetone.

The high SDF values of OAT sites relative to aceton
molecules indicate that acetone molecules aggregate
water-rich mixtures. However, there is no preferred orien
tion for these sites relative to the acetone molecule, proba
because their positions are dictated by the water struc
@Fig. 18~c!#. At high acetone concentrations, the OAT site lies
in a crescent behind the C5O bond@Fig. 18~d!#. OWA sites
have no preferred position to acetone molecules at low
etone concentrations—the water molecules seem to h
little interaction with the solute and the water structure
relatively unperturbed. At higher concentrations of aceto
the OWA molecules are more localized in the hydrogen bo
donating site, and in a crescent similar to that of OAT

@Fig. 18~e!#.

V. DISCUSSION

Simulated spectra reproduce the most important feat
in the experimental spectra of the mixtures, and show g
agreement with the compositional dependence of the exp
mental spectra. These include the blue-shift of metha
water mixtures~relative to ideal behavior! over the whole
composition range, the slight blue-shifts of the spectra at
concentrations of acetone and acetonitrile, and the red-s
at high concentrations of acetone and acetonitrile. The

FIG. 18. The SDFs of the acetone/water mixtures. The isosurface valuea,
and maxima,b, in the SDFs are denoted as~a/b!. Water–OWA at ~a! VAT

50.10~4/38! and~b! 0.95~15/162!. Acetone–OAT at ~c! VAT50.10~10/27!
and ~d! 0.90 ~2/5!. Acetone-OWA is shown in~e! for VWA50.90 ~2/5!. The
darkest site of the central molecule is the oxygen atom for both specie
-
er

in
-
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re

c-
ve

,
d
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d
ri-
l/

w
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shifts of the simulated spectra are not quite as large as th
of the experimental spectra. The simulated peak widths
in fair agreement with the experimental spectra. We belie
that this is the first comparison of the experimental and co
puted spectra of these mixtures. The broad agreement in
compositional trends of the spectra is most pleasing,
gives us confidence that the simulations accurately mode
most important aspects of the dynamics of the mixtures.

The Debye relaxation times based on the far-IR spe
agree with results obtained at microwave frequencies. T
relaxation time describes the relaxation of the orientatio
polarization—that is, the collective rotational diffusion of th
sample. The relaxation times are slower than those of id
mixtures, which is reflected in the absorption coefficients
the real mixtures being smaller than those of ideal mixtur
The observed changes in the absorption coefficient of
mixtures in the far-IR cannot be attributed to shifts in t
water librational bands because these bands occur at m
higher frequencies, nor to changes in the co-solvent lib
tional bands since these are relatively unaffected by mixi

Skaf and Ladanyi have shown convincingly that t
slowing of the rotational diffusional motion in methano
water and DMSO/water mixtures is strongly affected by t
collectiveinterspecies cross-correlation, which is the slowe
contribution to the dipole moment of the system.12,23 The
collective relaxation of molecules of the same species is a
slower than that of individual molecules. Their results su
gest an anticooperative effect in the reorientational moti
in the liquid that is somewhat more pronounced betwe
molecules of different species than between those of
same species. We expect that the same effect is respon
for the slower rotational diffusional dynamics that we find
the systems studied here.

The observed slowing of the collective dynamics of t
mixtures is probably caused by changes in hydrogen bo
ing, since these bonds are responsible for the associa
nature of water. A possible mechanism for such a cha
might be related to the substitution of four hydrogen bond
states of water molecules with two and three hydrog
bonded states. By so doing, the hydrogen bonding chara
of water increasingly resembles that of methanol in wh
two hydrogen bonded molecules predominate. The exc
tionally long-lived nature of methanol molecules in th
1dME– 1aME state compared to those in other states,59 and
the sluggish dynamics of methanol chains, make reorie
tion a slow process. We propose that the extent to wh
water becomes more chain-like is reflected in more slugg
rotational dynamics in the system. Other workers have fou
that water molecules assemble in chains and loops at
concentrations.57

There is a substantial discrepancy between the high
quency behavior of individual water molecules and that
the entire system, as indicated by the single particle spe
and the total dipole spectra. This suggests that an explana
similar to that presented earlier is also applicable to the h
frequency behavior—namely, that there are significant d
ferences between the single particle ACFs and collec
cross-correlation TCFs. At high frequencies, however,
interspecies cross-correlations are not expected to play m
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of a role, because there is no inertial contribution to th
spectra.12,23 Consequently, the observed high frequency
havior in the total dipole spectra is primarily due to colle
tive motions of water molecules~and also to the collective
motions of methanol molecules in methanol/water mixture!.
The collective behavior of water molecules has significan
more high frequency components than single water m
ecules. In contrast, the collective high frequency behavio
neat methanol seems to reflect the behavior of individ
methanol molecules, as the single particle spectrum
methanol coincides much more closely with the spectrum
the whole system.7 The effect of mixing on the total dipole
spectra is also reflected in the single dipole spectra of me
nol molecules. High frequency cooperative effects theref
appear to be less important in methanolic than in aque
systems.

The effect that acetone and acetonitrile have on the h
frequency behavior of aqueous mixtures differs substanti
from that of methanol. Differences are also evident in
single particle behavior and in the effect of the co-solvent
the hydrogen bonding environment of the mixtures. The
fore, we will examine aqueous mixtures of acetone and a
tonitrile together and discuss methanol/water mixtures se
rately.

The high frequency dynamics of individual water mo
ecules in acetone/water and acetonitrile/water mixtures
largely unaltered over most of the composition range. T
changes in the dynamics of water molecules are mod
even when dilute. In particular, the angular velocities of w
ter molecules are negligibly affected by mixing forVWA.
0.25, and only relatively small red-shifts are seen atVWA

50.10. Furthermore, the single particle spectra of water
not shifted at all by mixing~although the intensity of the
spectrum decreases!. These results must be reconciled wi
the observation that the high frequency dynamics of the t
dipole of the system~in simulated and experimental spectr!
displays marked changes on mixing.

The usual explanation for the above observations wo
be in terms of the hydrogen bond strengths and the w
structure of the mixtures. Accordingly, a blue-shift indicat
a strengthening in the structure or hydrogen bonding e
ronment of the liquid, and a red-shift indicates a weaken
in the interaction between molecules. Thus, in t
acetonitrile/water system, Kovacs and Laaksonen have
posed that the red-shift of the angular velocity spectra
water molecules arises from fewer and weaker hydro
bonds, and signifies a breakdown of the hydrogen bond
structure.4 However, the angular velocity and single dipo
spectra change little, whereas a weakening in the hydro
bonding of water molecules should manifest itself in chan
to the single dipole spectrum.

An increase in the structure of the liquid might expla
the small blue-shift that occurs upon addition of sm
amounts of acetone or acetonitrile. However, it is difficult
reconcile an increase in structure with the observed chan
in hydrogen bonding, particularly the decrease in the conc
tration of the quintessentially structured water molec
(2dWA– 2a) that occurs immediately on mixing. Harris an
Nevitt have observed, based on the pressure dependen
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the diffusion coefficient, that there is no evidence for stru
tural enhancement in the acetonitrile/water mixture.60 For
these reasons, describing frequency shifts in the water li
tional band in terms of hydrogen bond strength and liq
structure does not adequately explain the observed dyn
cal behavior.

The relatively unaffected spectra of the individual mo
ecules, in contrast to the red-shifts observed in the total
pole moment, indicate that mixing principally affects thecol-
lective motions in the liquid. The results presented he
therefore suggest that the co-solvent enhances the h
frequency collective motions slightly in water-rich mixture
but decreases them at low water concentrations. As descr
earlier, the largest influence on the high frequency spectr
likely to be cross-correlations between molecules of the sa
species, since interspecies cross-correlations do not ha
large high frequency component arising from inertial con
butions. The shift to lower frequencies is most apparen
VWA<0.25, which is concomitant with the loss of significa
water connectivity. The collective behavior of water ther
fore becomes more like that of individual water molecule
The observation that the red-shift is even larger in exp
mental spectra suggests that there may be a greater lo
connectivity in real water than indicated by the simulation

The primary differences between acetone and acet
trile as co-solvents are probably related to the strength of
hydrogen bonds that they form with water. The correct re
resentation of hydrogen bonding between water and its
solvent is therefore essential to simulate the mixtures ac
rately. The larger red-shift observed in acetonitrile than
acetone mixtures is probably due to the lower water conn
tivity in acetonitrile/water mixtures forVWA> 0.10. Further-
more, in the low water concentration regime, we expect
strength of hydrogen bonding between water and its
solvent to significantly influence the resulting spectra. T
ability of acetone to form relatively strong hydrogen bon
to water would allow water molecules to be dispersed m
readily in acetone-rich mixtures, and thereby result in
loss of high water connectivity. On the other hand, wa
molecules in acetonitrile/water mixtures retain a higher le
of connectivity to other water molecules when dilute, a
changes in the hydrogen bonding environment occur m
gradually. Water clusters are therefore more likely to
formed in acetonitrile than in acetone mixtures, and clust
have indeed been inferred at low water concentrations
acetonitrile/water mixtures.4,61

The retention of high water connectivity on dilution wit
acetone or acetonitrile is remarkable. Tetrahedrally bon
water molecules (2dWA– 2a) exist over a much larger com
position range than expected of a random mixture. The l
of tetrahedrally bonded water is compensated for by an
crease in the number of triply hydrogen bonded water m
ecules, which are relatively common up to low concent
tions of water. Nevertheless, it does not seem appropriat
describe the water structure asincreasingon mixing, if the
structuredness in water is based on how tetrahedral the w
is, since the co-solvent does not make the water more te
hedral. This assessment from the simulations agrees with
compelling experimental evidence of Harris and Newitt60
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Therefore, the increases that have been observed in the
times of water–water and water–co-solvent hydrogen bo
are probably more related to the slowing of collective a
cooperative motions in the liquid than to changes in
structure of the environment.20,54 The loss of four hydrogen
bonded water molecules on mixing has been reported.20 Only
at high concentrations of acetone or acetonitrile do wa
molecules form significant numbers of hydrogen bonds
the co-solvent, reflected especially in the sharp peaks fo
in acetone/water mixtures forxAT.0.8. The sharp peaks i
1dAT1dWA–0a and 2dAT– 1a in Fig. 13 suggest that aceton
molecules compete effectively for hydrogen bonds only
low water concentrations.

Our results for the fraction of hydrogen bonded wa
and acetonitrile molecules are in fair agreement with the
perimentally inferred values of Bertie and Lan.56 Although
there is some uncertainty in their values, it appears that
simulations overstate water–water bonding. Wat
acetonitrile hydrogen bonds may also be too common in
simulations of acetonitrile-rich mixtures.

Methanol differs from acetone and acetonitrile in tha
also functions as a hydrogen bond donor, thereby facilita
its incorporation into the water network. Likewise, wat
molecules fit into the methanol network easily. In both cas
the solute adopts some of the hydrogen bonding charact
the solvent.21,22The mixing of molecules of these two liquid
is not entirely random, however, and there is a fair amoun
self-association, although less so than in acetone and a
nitrile mixtures.

The dynamics of methanol and water molecules
semble each other over all compositions, as has been
served in the literature.23 This is reflected in the single par
ticle time constants of methanol and water molecules, wh
have similar values over the whole composition range. F
thermore, the librational spectra of both molecules occu
lower frequencies in water-rich mixtures, and progressiv
shift to higher frequencies in methanol-rich mixtures. Simi
trends are observed in the high frequency angular velo
spectra of the mixtures. The similarities in the dynamics
both molecules are consistent with the similarity in structu
The blue-shift of the total dipole spectra of the mixtures
probably a result of relatively strong hydrogen bonds fro
water to methanol, and their influence on the collective h
frequency behavior of the liquid. A similar blue-shift wa
observed in DMSO/water mixtures, in which the wate
DMSO hydrogen bond is known to be stronger than t
between water molecules.12

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Binary mixtures of acetone/water, acetonitrile/water, a
methanol/water mixtures have been investigated over
whole composition range. Far-IR spectra of the mixtures
sorb substantially less than calculated for ideal mixtur
which is reflected in the slower orientational relaxation of t
mixtures. Infrared spectra of acetone and acetonitrile m
tures with water are similar, exhibiting a slight blue-shift
the co-solvent is added to water, followed by a large red-s
fe-
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at high co-solvent concentrations. Spectra of methanol/w
mixtures are blue-shifted over their whole compositi
range.

Simulated spectra from MD simulations reproduce t
compositional dependence of the experimental spectra.
nor changes are observed in the angular velocity and si
dipole spectra of acetone/water and acetonitrile/water m
tures. The red-shift of the total dipole was explained in ter
of changes in the collective behavior of the mixtures. In m
tures of methanol and water, on the other hand, molecule
both species exhibit similar dynamical behavior, chang
monotonically from water-like dynamics at water-rich com
positions, to methanol-like dynamics at methanol-rich co
positions.

The hydrogen bonding in the mixtures was examined
greater detail than has been done previously. The tetrahe
structure of water is lost as the co-solvent concentration
creases, but three and two hydrogen bonded water molec
remain over an extensive range of compositions. Water m
ecules have a tendency to aggregate in all of the mixtu
but in acetone and acetonitrile mixtures this tendency w
especially marked. The detailed evaluation of the static c
nectivity of water molecules is only a first step towards u
derstanding the water hydrogen bonding network. By eva
ating how the hydrogen bonding network changes in time
should be possible to broaden our knowledge ofcooperative
motions in water. Work towards this end is currently bei
pursued.
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